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Company history and product vision
Coefficient Cycling’s journey began in 2009 with the notion that  
the traditional drop style handlebar should improve dramatically. 
Company Founder and CEO Don Sheff, a medical professional  
and collegiate runner turned cyclist, was training for the Everest 
Challenge on Mount Tamalpais when he began experiencing low 
levels of tension and fatigue in his upper back, neck, and wrists.  
A bit frustrated and always inquisitive, Don began experimenting 
with hand positions. He noticed with hands resting lightly on the 
tops of the handlebars, thumbs tilted up, his upper body relaxed 
and climbing became easier and more enjoyable. Over the next  
few weeks he repeated the experiment, grasping the underside  
of the bar with thumbs-down (old school) versus thumbs-up on  
the bar tops (new school). Thumbs-up was always better. Always. 

From 2012 to 2016, with limited spare time outside his medical 
career, Don Sheff fabricated handlebars to fit the rider rather than 
asking the rider to fit the bar. Dozens of welded, straight gauge 
aluminum prototypes and 3D printed models led to the filing of  
a utility patent application. 

In 2017, Rick Sutton joined the company as an advisor, then 
becoming its COO. Mechanical engineer Damon Campbell 

joined the team in 2018 as Chief Product Officer. Together, 
they executed a rapid prototyping and evaluation process 
leading to Coefficient’s first consumer-ready product, the 
AR handlebar, with a public unveiling in April 2019 at  
the Sea Otter Classic. Bars began to sell and US Patent  
#10,392,073 B2 was issued. In October 2019, Beverly  
Lucas joined the Coefficient executive team as VP of 
Global Business Development. 

Supporting the executive team is a distinguished group  
of advisors including Olympic and World Tour athletes, 

coaches, ergonomic/performance experts such as Colby 
Pearce, Christine Thorburn M.D., Yuri Hauswald, Ian Boswell, 

Paraic McGlynn, and Chris Burnham. All share the same goal: 
develop products that improve rider comfort and performance.

Introduction 
Coefficient Cycling™ optimizes real 
world performance by thoughtfully 
blending three essential features – 
rider comfort, metabolic efficiency, 
and aerodynamics – into every  
product. This paper will look closely 
at how the Coefficient RR ™  
handlebar improves a cyclist’s  
aerodynamic position. A subsequent 
paper, scheduled for release later this 
year, will focus on metabolic efficiency 
to complete the RR handlebar  
ergo-aero benefits analysis.
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The Coefficient RR
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Coefficient handlebar design 
In addition to improving upper body alignment, Coefficient AR™ 
and RR handlebars are designed to ensure the rider’s control levers 
remain in a familiar location when switching from conventional  
handlebars. During the design process, the placement of the  
handlebar drops relative to the stem mount is fixed in space to 
match a conventional handlebar. From here, Coefficient shapes the 
bar tops to align with the natural orientation of the rider’s hands, 
wrists, arms, and shoulders. Ergonomic and anthropometric data  
are blended with feedback from world-class bike fitters and racers 
to determine the final product design with each handlebar size  
tailored to the rider most likely using it. 

SWOPE™ (sweep + slope) is Coefficient’s most recognizable  
innovation. Anthropometric data has influenced additional ergo- 
nomic improvements such as proportional sizing to accommodate  
a variety of hand sizes and thumb notches to improve control  
while riding in the drops.

RR handlebar development 
Coming off the successful launch of the AR (All Road) bar,  
Coefficient gathered feedback from the company’s advisory 
group for the next evolution of SWOPE technology: the 
Coefficient RR (Road Race) handlebar. The RR’s aero-shaped 
tops and SWOPE angles promote a slightly lower body 
position compared to the AR handlebar. 

Designed within current UCI equipment regulations, the 
RR’s integrated computer mount is in the same location 
as a typical clamp-on computer mount and the control 
levers remain the forward-most component. Compared 
with how riders typically use the middle of a conventional 
drop handlebar, the center of the RR handlebar, which 
we call the “Ergo Bridge”, offers a safe, secure grip 
while improving aerodynamics, stability, rider comfort and 
performance. 

The Coefficient RR handlebar provides three unique and intuitive 
hand positions that current drop bars do not offer. As with the 
AR handlebar, the RR encourages proper upper body alignment 
to reduce neuromuscular stress and optimize metabolic and 
aerodynamic efficiency. The benefits of these positions are detailed 
in this paper’s test results and closing remarks. 

Sweep + Slope

“�So�many�beneficial�hand�
placement�options.� 
Those�thumb�notches� 
are�so�practical.“

Ian	Boswell,	
7	years	on	the	World	Tour	and	
Vuelta	d’Espana	Stage	Winner. 
Unbound	Gravel	200	Male	
winner.
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Data driven aerodynamics
Coefficient’s quest for performance validation began the first  
quarter of 2020 in consultation with Paraic McGlynn, Cyclologic 
CEO and cycling science advisor to several professional athletes 
and teams. After receiving positive feedback from many riders 
describing how much less fatigue they experience during and after 
rides, the Coefficient team knew there were ergonomic and  
aerodynamic benefits to using both the AR and RR handlebars.  
“At the end of long rides, with fewer muscles held in tension  
for hours, I feel less fatigued,” said Christine Thorburn M.D.,  
two-time Olympian and World Championships bronze medalist. 

In January 2021, cycling aerodynamicist and Wyoming Wind Tunnel 
CEO Aaron Ross accepted the challenge of designing a handlebar 
testing protocol that captures data replicating real world cycling 
while being repeatable with different riders. Coefficient decided 
to use the world-renowned San Diego Low Speed Wind Tunnel 
to confirm their handlebar design advantages. Wind tunnels have 
long been the cycling industry’s gold standard for product develop-
ment and validation, providing a predictable environment where 
testing variables can be significantly controlled and monitored. 

Wind tunnel testing with athletes
Athlete analysis always adds a new dynamic for wind tunnel 

testing. When athletes are being tested in a wind tunnel, 
they need to replicate their outdoor riding style. It is 

paramount that the rider’s position for product test-
ing is not forced and they are riding at a degree of 
effort that is sustainable for the duration of testing. 
All wind tunnel validation for the RR bar was  
conducted using two cyclists: Chloe Woodruff 
and Evan Pardi. 

How a cyclist’s effort level  
can impact data
When designing a wind tunnel protocol, the 
cyclist’s exertion level can have a large impact  

on data output. A poorly designed testing protocol 
can often lead to artificial results. Evan and Chloe 

were instructed to ride at a sustainable zone 3/tempo 
effort level throughout the testing. Outside observers 

monitored each rider’s power output to ensure their  
efforts remained consistent throughout the testing. 

Test Overview 
& Protocol
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Bicycles used for during testing
Testing was conducted on Chloe and Evan’s familiar gravel bikes 
rolling on 28c to 30c width tires. Gravel bikes with wider tires  
inherently produce a higher baseline drag than current  
generation aero road bikes. A higher baseline drag does not 
impact test results as the protocol is designed to measure 
‘handlebar on bike + rider’ aerodynamic performance. 

Testing against the Zipp SL-70  
Aero Handlebar
Coefficient’s goal was to test against one of cycling’s 
leading aero drop handlebars. The popular, well tested 
and often reviewed Zipp SL-70 Aero handlebar was 
selected. Zipp claims the SL-70 Aero handlebar saves 
6.4 watts over a round tube bar.

The testing protocol
The testing protocol was designed to compare and quantify 
Coefficient’s RR handlebar’s unique hand positions versus a 
traditionally shaped aero drop handlebar. This was achieved 
in several ways that are logical to how cyclists place their hands 
on handlebars in the real world. The protocol includes a detailed 
framework outlining everything from airspeed, wheel speed, data 
sweeps, data averages, and rider hand positions.

Wind tunnel protocol 

• Wind speed – 22 mph
• Wheel speed – 22 mph
• Data average – 2 x 10 seconds per data point 
• Data sweep – 0º, 5º, 10º, 15º, 0º 
 

Handlebar specifications and hand positions 
Both riders used their everyday handlebar widths during testing. 
Chloe rode 38cm center-to center width bars and Evan rode 42cm 
center-to-center width bars from Coefficient and Zipp. Hoods and 
bar angles were affixed in the same location on the Coefficient RR 
and Zipp SL70 Aero handlebars. Bar tape was only used on the drop 
part of the handlebar; no bar tape was placed above the hoods. 

During testing, the Coefficient RR and the Zipp SL70 Aero handle-
bars performed similarly in the common hand positions defined 
herein as drops, hoods and hoods attack. Therefore, this paper will 
focus on comparing the RR’s unique hand positions to a traditional 
aero drop handlebar.

Coefficient RR

Zipp SL70 Aero

Tops Middle Aero Tops Middle 

ve
rsu

s

Secure Aero Attack
Secure Aero Hoods 

Hoods Attack
Super Aero Drops
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Tops Middle 
The cyclist’s hands are grasping the  
handlebar tops with elbows shoulder-  
width apart; in full control of the bike.

Hoods
The cyclist’s hands are on the lever hoods 
with elbows slightly bent and relaxed;  
in full control with immediate access to 
brakes and gears. 

Hoods Attack
The cyclist’s hands are on the lever hoods 
with elbows dropped very low and fore-
arms parallel to the ground; in full control 
of the bike with immediate access to 
brakes and gears. 

Drops 
The cyclist’s hands are ‘in the drops’, the 
lowest position available with elbows 
bent; in full control with immediate access 
to brakes and gears. On the RR handlebar, 
the cyclist’s thumbs are placed in notches 
on the drops to enhance control, especially 
for riders with smaller hands.   

Drops

The following hand positions were  
included in the test protocol for both  
the Zipp and Coefficient handlebars.

Traditional 
hand positions 

tested
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Tops Middle Aero
The cyclist can comfortably rest their 
palms on the top middle part of the 
bar with thumbs resting either on top 
or below in the center notches.  
Shoulders are relaxed and elbows  
naturally tilt-in towards the body. 

Secure Aero
The cyclist’s hands are very narrow 
on top of the bar with their thumbs 
hooked in the opening behind the 
Ergo Bridge and fingers grasping 
the front of the Ergo Bridge. Elbows 
are narrow, shoulders and arms are 
relaxed, and the cyclist remains in 
complete control of the bike.

Secure Aero Attack 
The cyclist’s hands are in the same 
position as Secure Aero with elbows 
dropped very low and forearms  
parallel to the ground; in full control  
of the bike.

Super Aero 
The cyclist’s hands are very narrow  
and forward with thumbs on top and 
fingers wrapped around the computer 
bridge for control. Palms are resting on 
top of the bar with the rider’s elbows 
and torso exceptionally low.

Tops aero

Top: secure aero 

SIDE: secure aero attack 

Tops aero Side

SIDE: secure aero 

The following ergo-aero hand  
placement options, unique to the RR,  
were included in the test protocol.

RR 
hand positions 
tested
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CDA
0.36
0.34
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26 Table 

Rotation0°         5°       10°       15°       0°

Coefficient RR Super Aero 
Zipp SL70 Aero Hoods Attack

Chloe Woodruff’s test results
Chloe gained advantages using the unique hand positions provided by 
the Coefficient RR bar. Chloe saw her largest aero-drag reduction of 10% 
when riding in RR Secure Aero vs Zipp Hoods and an 8% reduction when 
riding RR Super Aero vs Zipp Hoods Attack. During recovery periods,  
Chloe was 3% faster riding RR Tops Middle Aero vs Zipp Tops Middle.

Results confirm 
Coefficient RR  

handlebar  
advantages

CDA
0.36
0.34
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26 Table 

Rotation0°         5°       10°       15°       0°

Coefficient RR Secure Aero
Zipp SL70 Aero Hoods

Top: secure aero 

San Diego Wind Tunnel testing confirmed that the Coefficient RR 
offers superior aerodynamic advantages to the Zipp SL-70 Aero 
handlebar when riding in the Tops Middle Aero, Secure Aero, 
Secure Aero Attack and Super Aero hand positions. 

The results show that both test riders, Evan Pardi and Chloe 
Woodruff, were able to maintain a more aerodynamic position 
when using the Coefficient RR handlebar. Furthermore, if a cyclist 
chooses to ride in the traditional hand positions on the RR bar, 
their aerodynamic advantage is the same as the Zipp SL-70  
Aero handlebar.

SIDE: secure aero 



Handlebar only testing
‘Bar (+) bike (-) rider’ testing was conducted 
with no expectation of how the Coefficient RR 
handlebar would perform. The data confirmed 
the aero drag of the Coefficient RR is the same 
as the Zipp SL-70 Aero. The Coefficient RR 
affords the cyclist a myriad of ergo-aero hand 
placement options without compromising  
component aerodynamics. 

Evan’s testing produced similar results. Evan received an aero-drag 
reduction of 10% riding RR Super Aero vs Zipp Drops and an  
8% reduction riding RR Secure Aero Attack vs Zipp Hoods Attack. 
During recovery periods, Evan was 6% faster riding RR Tops Middle 
Aero vs Zipp Tops Middle. 
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CDA
0.36
0.34
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26 Table 

Rotation0°         5°       10°       15°       0°

Coefficient RR Super Aero
Zipp SL70 Aero Drops

Evan Pardi’s test results

Coefficient RR 
Zipp SL-70 Aero

CDA
0.13

0.12

0.11

0.1 Table 
Rotation0°            5°          10°          15°         0°

CDA
0.36
0.34
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26 Table 

Rotation0°         5°       10°       15°       0°

Coefficient RR Secure Aero Attack
Zipp SL70 Aero Hoods Attack

Top: secure aero 

SIDE: secure aero 



25% of 
72 min effort

1 min / 26 sec
time savings

50% of 
72 min effort

2 min / 52 sec
time savings

75% of 
72 min effort

3 min / 18 sec
time savings

Conclusion
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Wind tunnel testing confirmed 
the Coefficient RR handlebar 
delivers significant aerodynamic 
advantages over a traditional 
aero drop handlebar. Compared 
with how riders typically use the 
middle of a conventional bar, the 
Coefficient RR’s unique, patented 
design offers additional secure 
grip options while improving 
efficiency, comfort, aerodynamics, 
and stability.

RR performance gains
Wind tunnel test results confirm the RR’s Secure Aero,  
Secure Aero Attack and Super Aero positions are 8% to 10% 
faster than Zipp Aero Hoods & Hoods Attack. 

Using the lower 8% value, a cyclist riding in the RR positions 
at an average speed of 22mph during a 40km/72 minute 
effort will enjoy the following time savings.



 Sizes (C to C at brake hoods) 38cm 40cm  42cm 44cm

 Clamp Diameter   31.8mm
 
 Drop   127mm

 Reach   77mm

 SWOPE (sweep+slope)               Sweep: 12 degrees         Slope: 15 degrees

 Flare   7 degrees
 
 Drop Width (C to C) 40cm 42cm  44cm 46cm

 Stem to Computer (C to C)   87mm

 Clamp Area Width   56mm

 Aero Top Grip Width 43mm 45mm  47mm 49mm

 Weight (grams) 310 315  320 325

YES,
has internal cable +
electronic routing

NOT
clip-on 

compatible

FINISH
matte black

ADDITIONAL SPECS (ALL SIZES)

COEFFICIENT RR PROPORTIONAL SIZINGCOEFFICIENT AR PROPORTIONAL SIZING

 Sizes (C to C at brake hoods) 38cm 40cm  42cm 44cm

 Clamp Diameter   31.8mm
 
 Drop   120mm

 Reach   77mm

 SWOPE (sweep+slope)               Sweep: 12 degrees         Slope: 15 degrees

 Flare   4 degrees
 
 Drop Width (C to C) 39cm 41cm  43cm 45cm

 Crown Grip Diameter 30mm 33.3mm  35mm 36.7mm

 Slope Grip Diameter 29mm 31.3mm  33mm 34.7mm

 Clamp Area Width 67mm 69mm  73mm 78mm

 Weight (grams) 225 230  235 240

YES,
has internal cable +
electronic routing

NOT
clip-on 

compatible

FINISH
matte black

ADDITIONAL SPECS (ALL SIZES)

Coefficient RR handlebar specifications 

No stem swap required Controls are located in the  
same position as a conventional drop bar.

Proportional Sizing Grip size on the bar tops varies 
across all sizes to accommodate riders of slight and  
large stature.

Materials & Dependability The Coefficient RR is molded  
using Toray unidirectional carbon fiber and tested to the 
highest ISO international standards for professional road  
and mountain bike racing.
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